Participants

Members
- Andreas Benzing (Transcript Writer, Chair)
- Gerwin Mathwig
- Michael Schwarzbach (Substitution for Stefan Ebeling)
- Stefan Wartini

Guests
- Andres Almiray
- Alexander Nehmer
- Dietmar Rapf
- Hans-Dirk Walter

Topics

Discussion of Architecture Specification Draft
- Headless component figure integrated
- Requests for clarification and more detail from last call integrated
- Component platform draft added
  - Discussion of structure
- Business model structure extended to incorporate external tools
  - Detailed explanation of interaction between components, MDM connector, and external tools
- Discussion of details
  - Realization of authentication using a component which connects to existing user DB, e.g. LDAP
  - OSGi alternatives – individual technologies still being evaluated, concept draft will be presented next time
  - Hibernate, JPA only used as example technologies – talk about concrete possibilities

Upcoming Technology Decisions
- Request for comments on email from January 30, 2015

Organization
- New wiki page for architecture committee
- Next meetings and minutes will be posted there

Next Meeting
The next conference call will be held on February 27, 2015.